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Abstract—Energy efficiency as a metric has gained signifi-
cant importance in the recent years. The goal of the TAPAS
project is to discover and develop revolutionary approaches that
will generate energy-efficient designs on embedded computing
systems. One suitable target platform for implementing energy-
efficient algorithms is the FPGA, due to its low power con-
sumption, high performance and efficiency, and high degree of
programmability. We develop optimizations targeted at reducing
memory and communication energy dissipation on FPGAs. We
design parameterized architectures for six kernels selected from
the PERFECT benchmark suite, applying our memory and
communication optimizations. Our optimizations demonstrate 3x
to 110x energy efficiency improvement compared to baseline
implementations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Tunable Algorithms for PERFECT ArchitectureS
(TAPAS) project is part of the DARPA PERFECT program
[1] and is dedicated towards developing algorithmic innova-
tions and optimizations for power efficiency in the emerging
landscape of embedded computing platforms. We follow a
design methodology which uses algorithm-architecture pairs
to enable the efficient exploration of design spaces at both
design time (static) and runtime (dynamic). We have developed
several high-level optimizations targeted at reducing the mem-
ory and communication energy dissipation. We also created a
high-level abstraction of an embedded computing system and
defined our optimizations with this abstraction. FPGAs have
garnered interest as an embedded computing platform [2] and
[3]. As a result, we use the FPGA to implement six kernels
from the DARPA PERFECT benchmark suite [4], applying
our optimizations to achieve an improvement of 3x to 110x
in energy efficiency when compared against the unoptimized
designs on the same platform.

Section II details related work for each of the selected
kernels. In Section III, we define the various memory and
communication energy optimizations that we have developed.
Section IV details the improvements in energy efficiency
obtained for each of the kernels and we conclude our findings
in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

We selected 2-D convolution, FFT, Histogram Equalization,
Sorting, Discrete Wavelet Transform and Debayer from the
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DARPA PERFECT benchmark suite for this work. Extensive
research work has been done to optimize each of these kernels,
with a focus on various metrics such as performance, resource
utilizations, throughput etc.

There are some existing works which discuss the energy
efficiency of 2-D convolution on an FPGA. In [5], the spatial
redundancy of the image is exploited to avoid the computation
of higher bits of neighboring pixels. However, the optimization
is only a point solution and the design space is not fully
explored. The authors in [6] compare the energy efficiency of a
GPU and FPGA, while their research focus is the productivity
of an FPGA programming model. In [7], energy efficiency is
improved by mapping the application on embedded memory
blocks on a FPGA, though the architecture design is not
discussed.

A low-power FFT was explored in [8] and [9] using
a cache-based FFT algorithm and a delay-balanced pipeline
architecture based on a split-radix algorithm. In [10], the
authors use techniques such as clock gating and memory
binding to achieve high energy efficiency. However, none of
the above mentioned works focus on improving the energy
efficiency of the FFT architecture.

The histogram equalization implementation on an FPGA,
such as [11], achieves a real-time implementation with high
processing speed. In [12], histogram statistics and equalization
are computed in parallel to create a fast, simple and flexible
hardware implementation. Both of these works, however, look
only at small image sizes and do not focus on improving the
energy efficiency.

Though sorting algorithm implementations on an FPGA
have been studied thoroughly, most of the research has been
directed towards improving throughput and latency. [13] uses
bitonic sort to achieve low latency and high throughput. [14]
focuses on a parallel recursive sorting algorithm on hard-
ware. [15] focuses on a scalable sorting implementation to
handle large data. [16] analyzes the power consumption of
sorting networks on FPGAs; however, the work does not
provide the individual power dissipation of memory, logic
control unit, etc.

The VLSI implementations of Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) can be classified into two broad categories: lifting-
based and convolution-based [17]. The lifting-based architec-
ture is computationally less intensive and requires a smaller
amount of memory [18]. Efforts have been made to reduce
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the critical path delay in lifting-based architectures in [19],
[20]. Several works [21], [22] have also focused on reducing
memory size. Parallelism in scanning has been explored in
works such as [20], [23]. To the best of our knowledge, none
of the works have focused on energy efficiency.

Debayer is the process by which a full-resolution image is
built from a “Bayer” image. Research done in debayer imple-
mentation has primarily focused on maintaining the quality
of image and improving the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
during operation. [24] focuses on improving the SNR. [25],
[26] aim to reduce the cost in terms of computations and
although [27] has addressed energy efficiency, the platform
used for implementation was not FPGAs.

III. MEMORY AND COMMUNICATION ENERGY
OPTIMIZATIONS

Memory and communication operations are the major
sources of energy dissipation when a design is implemented on
an FPGA. We identify various high level optimizations targeted
at reducing memory and communication energy.

We only focus on the dynamic energy consumption of
FPGA. We do not consider the static energy which is dissipated
irrespective of whether a component is active or not. Our
optimizations can be applied to FPGAs as well as to SoCs
which consist of processor cores and accelerators along with
the reconfigurable logic. These architectures can be interfaced
with external memory such as a DDR3 for storing large amount
of data.

We implement a Memory Activation Scheduler to switch
on or switch off the memory blocks and Address Generation
Unit to generate the memory addresses used to access memory
in a given clock cycle.
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Fig. 1: Spatial Locality and Data Reuse Optimization:
reusing local data and disabling unused memory

A. Spatial Locality and Data Reuse Optimization

In naive implementations, data is stored in memory without
considering locality of accesses. Many algorithms exhibit some

form of spatial locality in accessing the data which can be
exploited to reduce the number of individual accesses to the
memory. Buffers can be used to store the data that is fetched
in bulk from the external memory and computation operations
can be performed on the data in the subsequent clock cycles
without a need to access the external memory. Figure 1 shows
an architecture that implements these optimizations.

Consider an algorithm in which the computation operations
require B bits in a single clock. If the available buffer size is
k ×B, the algorithm will be able to consume the data stored
in the buffer for k cycles. So, the data can be fetched from the
external memory and stored in the buffer in one clock cycle.
The algorithm can then access the data in k cycles without
accessing the external memory. This allows us to turn off
the external memory for 100(k − 1)/k% clock cycles. The
energy efficiency improvement is determined by the following
observation.

Observation 1: Energy consumed by memory can be
reduced by a factor of c× k, where k is the number of words
stored in the buffers and c is an implementation constant.

B. Memory Activation Scheduling

On an FPGA, memory is composed of several blocks
which can be turned on or off individually in any clock cycle.
Assuming that the computation operations need to access input
from only k blocks out of n available blocks in each clock
cycle, we have the following observation:

Observation 2: Using a suitable memory activation sched-
ule that controls the number of active memory blocks, the
energy performance can be improved by n/(n− k).
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Fig. 2: Memory Activation Scheduling: switch off unused
memory

Figure 2 shows an architecture that implements memory
activation scheduling.

C. Inter-stage Communication

Authors in [28] develop a three-stage permutation block
which is a mapping of a Clos network. A Clos network is a



multistage circuit-switching network, and a three-stage Clos
network can realize all 2n! permutations where 2n is the
size of input/output vector. The three-stage permutation block
of [28] consists of two stages (Stage 0 and Stage 2) performing
permutation in space and one stage (Stage 1) performing
permutation in time on streaming data. Since it is a mapping
from the three-stage Clos network, it can also realize all 2n!
permutations.

Several applications, such as FFT, are executed in stages
and the data generated in intermediate stages can be stored
into buffers. Taking into account the access pattern of the data
buffer, an efficient data remapping technique can be developed.
Consider the memory access pattern in which the memory is
written in-order sequentially and read out of order. A dual-
ported memory is required to ensure reads and writes occur
simultaneously at different addresses in the same cycle. To
reduce energy consumption, we can remap the data when
writing the data buffer so that each memory location in the
data buffer is written with a new value once the old value is
read out. This allows us to have a single-ported memory. As a
dual-ported memory is typically implemented using two single
port memories the reduction in memory energy is 50%.

D. External Memory Row Activation Schedule

For external memories, such as DRAM, the memory is
separated into banks, with each bank separated further into
rows [29]. To read from a row, the row must first be opened.
However there is a cost associated with a row activation.
Without a suitable layout, the kernel will have to activate
different rows in consecutive clock cycles. This causes sig-
nificant energy consumption due to the cost associated with
row activation as well as the cost associated with an active
row.

By using a suitable data layout, the number of row ac-
tivations can be minimized and the page hit rate improved.
A burst of data is defined as the data accessed in consecutive
clock cycles. By storing a burst of data in contiguous locations,
the number of row activations can be reduced.

Given a row with c columns and a burst length of b, we
can have a maximum of c/b− 1 consecutive read commands
to an open row in order to read every data element stored in
that row, with the first read command opening the row.

Observation 3: By maximizing the number of consecutive
read commands to an open row to c/b − 1, a page hit rate
of (c/b − 1)/(c/b) can be achieved, with only the first read
requiring row activation for each c/b reads to a row.

IV. KERNEL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed using the Xilinx Vivado
2013.4 development tools [30], and power dissipation was
determined using the Vivado Power Analysis tool. The ex-
periments for convolution, histogram equalization and discrete
wavelet transform were simulated targeting the state-of-the-
art Xilinx Virtex 7 XC7VX980 with -2L speed grade [31].
The simulation platform for 1-D FFT, 2-D FFT, sorting and
debayer was the state-of-the-art Xilinx Artix 7 XC7A200TL
with -2L speed grade. We define energy efficiency as the

ratio of total number of operations performed to the total
energy consumed and evaluate the kernels’ implementations
using this metric. The designs were verified by post place-
and-route simulation, using randomly generated inputs and
an average switching activity of 50%. We either used the
VCD (value change dump) file or the SAIF (switching activity
interchange format) as input to the Xilinx Vivado Power
Analyzer to produce accurate power dissipation estimations.
Entire DRAM energy consumption is considered in our energy
efficiency calculations. The baseline architecture is the same
architecture as the optimized one but without applying any of
the optimizations mentioned in Section III.

B. 2-D Convolution

The input image is M×N pixels, which is convolved with a
9×9 Gaussian filter to produce an output image with the same
number of rows and columns. Images of small (640 × 480),
medium (1920 × 1080) and large (3840 × 2160) sizes are
considered for implementation. The proposed architecture (Fig.
3) has the following properties:

• Spatial locality and data reuse: the partial results
generated by the Row-Processing Unit (PU) are stored
and transposed in the internal buffer for the column-
wise convolution

• Activation scheduling of image memory blocks: Block
RAMs (BRAM)

• Parallelism exploration: varying the number of Multi-
pliers and Accumulators in Row-PU and Col-PU

Fig. 3: Optimized Convolution Architecture

Experimental results for various input sizes are shown in
Table I.

TABLE I: Energy Efficiency Comparison: Convolution

Baseline Optimized Architecture
Input GFLOPS/W GFLOPS/W Improvement
Small 0.28 6.67 23.11x
Medium 0.47 9.66 19.63x
Large 0.46 8.82 18.05x

C. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

For 1-D FFT, there are N input and output points. The
sizes of N we used are 256, 4096 and 32768 (small, medium,



large). The 2-D FFT is performed by using a row-wise 1-D
FFT kernel followed by a column-wise 1-D FFT kernel. For
a N × N -point 2-D FFT, the sizes of N are 1024, 4096 and
8192. The N input/output points are represented in single-
precision floating point numbers. The architecture of the 1-
D FFT shown in Fig. 4 is composed of components such
as Radix Block, Data Path Permutation Unit (DAP), Twiddle
Factor Computation Unit (TWC), and Parallel-to-Serial/Serial-
to-Parallel MUX. The optimized 2-D FFT architecture is
shown in Fig. 5. The various optimizations in the proposed
architecture are:

• Memory activation scheduling: BRAMs (TWC)

• Energy efficient data remapping: BRAMs, DRAM

• Spatial locality and data reuse: BRAMs

Fig. 4: Optimized 1-D FFT architecture

Fig. 5: Optimized 2-D FFT architecture

The performance comparison between the baseline and
optimized architectures is tabulated in Table II and Table III.

TABLE II: Energy Efficiency Comparison: 1-D FFT

Baseline Optimized Architecture
Input GFLOPS/W GFLOPS/W Improvement
Small 5.862 20.657 3.52x
Medium 5.432 17.905 3.29x
Large 4.641 15.099 3.25x

D. Histogram Equalization

There are three steps involved in performing histogram
equalization. First, a histogram is computed, consisting of
the probability distribution function of the pixel values. The

TABLE III: Energy Efficiency Comparison: 2-D FFT

Baseline Optimized Architecture
Input GFLOPS/W GFLOPS/W Improvement
Small 2.11 8.71 4.13x
Medium 1.91 8.31 4.35x
Large 1.80 8.34 4.63x

next step is to calculate the cumulative probability distribution
function (CDF) on the histogram. Finally, the CDF is used
to scale each input image pixel to produce the output image.
To maintain a realistic throughput, our architecture has a mini-
mum frame rate of 30 frames per second. There are three input
image sizes: small (640 × 480), medium (1920 × 1080) and
large (3840 × 2160). The pixels are represented by unsigned
32 bit integers. The optimized architecture shown in Fig. 6 has
the following features:

• Memory activation scheduling: BRAMs and DRAM

• Data layout to minimize DRAM row activation energy

Fig. 6: Optimized Histogram Equalization Architecture

Experimental results for various input sizes are shown in
Table IV.

TABLE IV: Energy Efficiency Comparison: Histogram
Equalization

Baseline Optimized Architecture
Input GOPS/W GOPS/W Improvement
Small 0.72 8.97 12.42x
Medium 1.35 4.33 3.21x
Large 1.34 4.22 3.15x

E. Sorting

The input data is made up of small windows. Each element
in the window consists of keys to be sorted and auxiliary data
to be carried along. A set of 1024 windows is to be sorted.
There are three window sizes: small (9), medium (64) and large
(1024). The elements in each set are single-precision floating
point numbers. The baseline architecture consists of on-chip
BRAM, control logic, and a comparison unit. The optimized
architecture depicted in Fig. 7 is composed of parameterized
Distributed RAMs (Dist. RAM), local registers, a comparison
unit and control logic. Optimizations employed are:



• Memory activation scheduling: BRAMs and DRAM

• Spatial locality and data reuse optimization: Dis-
tributed RAM is used for local data

Fig. 7: Optimized Sorting Architecture

The experimental results and a comparison between the
baseline and optimized architecture are tabulated in Table V.
The improvement in the medium size input is much higher
compared to the small and large size inputs. The reason is, in
the case of the small and medium size inputs, N−1

N+3 comparison
per cycle are performed and this ratio is higher for the medium
size input. In the case of the large size input, concurrent read
and write cannot be performed and hence the improvement
is overshadowed by the energy consumed due to memory
accesses.

TABLE V: Energy Efficiency Comparison: Sorting

Baseline Optimized Architecture
Input GOPS/W GOPS/W Improvement
Small 1.28 23.71 18.52x
Medium 0.23 25.34 110.17x
Large 0.37 5.2 14.06x

F. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)

For DWT, the input image is M ×N pixels. Each pixel is
a unsigned 32-bit floating point number. There are three sizes
for input image: small (640 × 480), medium (1920 × 1080)
and large (3840× 2160). The 2-D discrete wavelet transform
is calculated by applying a 1-D DWT to the rows and then
again to the columns. The process is repeated for 30 input
frames. In the optimized architecture, the size of the vertical
window scanned is R. Hence, the size of the temporal buffer
used to store results between stages is reduced from N in
the baseline architecture to R in the optimized architecture.
This results in less memory usage and hence lower power
dissipation. The optimized architecture is shown in Fig. 8. The
results comparing the baseline architecture and the optimized
architecture are shown in Table VI.

G. Debayer

An input image in a Bayer pattern of size Y × X is to
be converted to a 3-D image of size 3 × (Y − 2) × (X − 2)
using interpolation. In the output image, each pixel is defined
by a triple of red, green and blue values. The input and

Fig. 8: Optimized DWT Architecture

TABLE VI: Energy Efficiency Comparison: DWT

Baseline Optimized Architecture
Input GFLOPS/W GFLOPS/W Improvement
Small 0.184 1.18 5.46x
Medium 0.176 2.64 14.04x
Large 0.176 2.54 13.46x

output images will consist of unsigned 16-bit integer pixel
samples. The interpolation footprint is 5 × 5 centered on the
pixel. There are three input image sizes: small (512 × 512),
medium (1024×1024) and large (2048×2048). The baseline
architecture consists of external DRAM, on-chip BRAMs and
debayer processors. The optimized architecture shown in Fig. 9
contains a memory scheduler in addition to the aforementioned
components. A minimum frame rate of 30 frames per second
is maintained in both architectures. Optimizations used are:

• Memory activation scheduling: BRAMs and DRAM

• Spatial locality and data reuse: registers used for
storing pixels in the current footprint and re-use these
registers for the next footprint

Fig. 9: Optimized Debayer Architecture

A performance comparison between the baseline and opti-
mized architecture is shown in Table VII.



TABLE VII: Energy Efficiency Comparison: Debayer

Baseline Optimized Architecture
Input GOPS/W GOPS/W Improvement
Small 3.62 13.7 3.78x
Medium 3.6 13.8 3.83x
Large 3.6 13.5 3.75x

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we detailed the various optimizations that
were developed focusing on reducing memory and communi-
cation energy consumption on FPGAs. The benefits obtained
by the optimizations were empirically analyzed by implement-
ing them on kernels from the PERFECT benchmark suite
resulting in an improvement of 3x to 110x in energy efficiency.
The energy efficiency achieved by the kernel implementations
was as high as 25 GFLOPS/W as in the case of the sorting
kernel, which shows that FPGAs are a suitable candidate for
low power embedded computing.
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